
                       WEEKLY MEDIA REVIEW (NO.24/93)
                          - Prepared by King CHENG

1.   VC/P attends the speech day of Pui Kiu Middle School on 5/6
          This event was covered by 5 papers, including Wen Wei Po (6/6), HK
          Daily News (6/6), HK Commercial Daily (6/6), HK Economic Journal
          (6/6) and Ta Kung Pao (8/6). The VC/P spoke on "HK in the 21st
          Century", in particular, the importance of civic and technological
          education.

2.   VC/P talks about his role as a HK Affairs Adviser
          In a feature in Communication & Journalism Post (30/5) (a
          newspaper published by journalism students of Chu Hai College) on
          the appointment of academics as China's HK Affairs Advisers, VC/P
          was quoted saying that he would give his personal opinions on
          education, culture and science and technology.

3.   Dr I-Hsun Ni of Biology talks about the second shark attack
          Following the second shark attack in HK this year, TVB News
          (11/6), RTHK's Current Affairs Salon (a Chinese Radio programme)
          (15/6) and 5 newspapers (The clippings are not yet available.)
          interviewed Dr Ni on the topic.

4.   Dr Richard Haynes of Chemistry talks about a breakthrough in malaria
     treatment
          China-HK Economic Monthly (6/93) carried an extensive interview
          with Dr Haynes on his research on malaria treatment.
          (An earlier interview with Dr Haynes also arranged by OPA was
          mentioned in review no.20/93.)

5.   Dr C C Choi of Humanities will be one of the adjudicators for the 2nd
     Inter-Collegiate Competition on Research Report Writing on History in
     HK
          Both Wen Wei Po (4/6) and Sing Tao Daily (4/6) reported on this
          competition for secondary students.

6.   Prof Pin Tong of Mechanical Eng. talks about lift safety
          In a report on the tragic accident in which 12 workers were killed
          following a hoist defect at a construction site on 2/6, Pai Shing
          Weekly (4- 10/6) interviewed Prof Tong on lift safety.

7.   Mr Danny W H Tang of CCST talks about high performance computing
     enivironment
          HK Economic Journal (8/6) carried an article by Mr Tang on this
          topic.

8.   Dr Dit-yan Yeung of Computer Sci. talks about machine learning and
     artificial intelligence
          HK Economic Journal (1/6) carried an article by Dr Yeung on the
          topic.

9.   Dr Francis Lui of Fin. & Economics talks about inflation in China



         HK Economic Journal (2/6) carried Dr Lui's article on the topic.

10.  UST's mascot - Robot 932
          As a result of our publicity  effort to introduce the mascot, Ming
          Pao Weekly (16/5) carried a feature with colour pictures on the
          birth of the mascot. Dr C M Lee of Computer Sci. was interviewed.
          (Stories about our mascot were also mentioned in review nos.17 and
          19.)

11.  UST computer project receives award from DEC
          Sing Tao Daily (31/5) picked up our press release on the selection
          of a UST project, led by Dr C M Lee of Computer Sci., for
          inclusion in Digital's worldwide Alpha Innovator Program.
          (This item was also mentioned in review no.21/93.)

12.  UST is one of the 21 co-organising bodies of the 2nd International
     Conference on Manufacturing Technology
          Both Tin Tin Daily (8/6) and Wen Wei Po (26/5) reported this fact.
          This conference is organised by Chiang's Industrial Charity
          Foundation Ltd in HK every two years.

13.  UST and HKJA jointly organised a training workshop for financial
     reporters in 12/1992
          This workshop was mentioned in a special publication (5/93)
          marking the 25th anniversary of the HK Journalists Association.

14.  Members of Lions Clubs International District, 303, HK & Macau visit
     UST
          The Lion (4/93), the Lions Clubs' monthly magazine, carried a
          report on this visit on 26/2/93.

Note:
This review is mainly based on newspaper clippings on UST received within
the week.  Enquiries and suggestions can be made to office of Public Affairs
(ext. 6305 or ext. 6306).  A set of the clippings is available in the
Reference Section of the Library (where items may be photocopied if
desired).  This review is for information only. All information recorded
here is as reported in the original articles. Names and terms are translated
from the Chinese as best we are able when official translations are not
immediately available. The only English dailies in HK are South China
Morning Post (SCMP) and Hong Kong Standard (HKS).


